
THE SOCIETY PAGE Collective

Statement

SHARON NIEMCZY& "Careful, honey,
he's anti-choice"

Sharon Niemczyk teaches animation to children in Portland, Ore.,
and makes feminist postcards with FeMail Art Productions. This
image came from an ad for deodorant soap.

NANCY BUCHANAN National
Mortality Consciousness Day

Nancy Buchanan is a Los Angeles visual artist who makes drawings,
videotapes, environmental/conceptual pieces and performances.

Wanta & Santini

Nancy Linn lives and works in NYC. She has been photographing in

a hospital clinic for the last two and a half years,

FAITH RINGGOLD with Michele
Wallace I Love My Mother

Faith Ringgold, painter, sculptor, art performer and writer, has ex-

hibited in the U.S., Europe and Africa. Michele Wallace, author of

Black Macho and the Myth of the Superwoman, will soon publish

her first novel, Former Friend [both Dial Press).

Room Dedicated to Terno

Kazuko, born in Japan, is a member of A.I.R. Gallery [NYC] and also
shows her work in Italy and Tokyo.

CANDACE HILL-MONTGOMERY Legal
Kissing License

Candace Hill-Montgomery, an artist working in a multitude of media,
lives and teaches in NYC,

BARBARA LATHAM Video Storyboard

Barbara Latham is a video artist who is Area Head. Video, School of
the Art Institute of Chicago.

THE GIRL ARTISTS Looking Toward
the Future . . .

The Girl Artists (Char Breshgold, Kathy Clark, Cristina DeGennaro.
Susan Martin and Lisa Siegel) do exhibitions, environmental instal-

lations and performances in Portland, Ore.
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SANDRA PAYNE Excursion Through
Adversity

Sandra Payne, born in St. Louis, lives and works as an artist and
librarian in NYC.

(fragment)

Thulani Davis, author of All the Renegade Ghosts Rise (Anenome
Press), has done performance work and is a senior editor at the
Village Voice.

HELEN OJI Inky

Helen Oji, born in Sacramento, now in NYC, recently showed at

Monique Knowlton and the Drawing Center (NYC) and University of

California, Davis.

NAN BECKER The Grand Prairie

Nan Becker, who works in NYC, uses mass-media techniques to

speak to social issues. Her book Sterih'zation /Elimination is avail-

able through Printed Matter.

liiii !SJLAi\.lV Jr Aijli Insert your art into the magazine.

JANET OLIVIA HENRY Coming Soon,
Daisy's Christian Cullid Lady

Janet Henry is an artist, living, breathing and working in NY.

JENNY HOLZER Excerpt from
the Black Book

Jenny Holzer is a NY artist whose books include Truisms and Essays
(NSCAD Press, Halifax) and Eating through Living (Tanam Press).

JOAN LYONS Medium

Joan Lyons has been responsible for the development and operation
of the Visual Studies Workshop Press, Rochester, NY, since 1972.

DOLORES NEUMAN A Photo Collage

Dolores Neuman is a freelance feminist photographer based in

Washington, DC.

LORRAINE O'GRADY MJJe Bourgeoise
Noire Goes to the New Museum

Lorraine O'Grady, a NY performance artist who teaches literature

at the School of Visual Arts, is currently preparing Indivisible Land-
scapes, a performance trilogy.

LINDA NISHIO Reading in Crescendo

Linda Nishio is a Los Angeles performance artist who also does
artists' books.
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BEVERLY NAIDUS The Waiting Game

Beverly Naidus is a freelance artist/teacher, educational consultant

and illustrator working in the Metropolitan Museum's High School
Outreach Program.

THERESA HAK KYUNG CHA Truth/
INNER LIGHT OF TRUTH

Theresa Hak Kyung Cha, a Korean-born artist and writer living in

NYC, is editor of Apparatus and author of Dictee. She also has work
in Hotel.

CATTI Seeker '82

Catti is a visual artist and multi-media specialist, living in Hastings-
on-Hudson, NY.

K WEBSTER Shifting Ground

K Webster is an artist/tradeswoman living in NYC.

CLAUDIA BRUCE and LINDA
MUSSMANN Pies and Cakes

Claudia Bruce, a performer, is an administrator for Time & Space
Limited (NYC) and a publisher of TSL Press (artists' books). Linda
Mussmann, art director of TSL, is also a publisher of TSL Press and
recently published her own book, Room/Raum.

HEATHER McADAMS Woman
Drawing Woman

Heather Clary McAdams, a Chicago artist, does cartoons for the
.Reader and is trying to get her book of drawings published.

JERRI ALLYN Wildlife of L.A.

Jerri Allyn, who recently moved to NYC from LA, co-founded the
Waitresses (a feminist performance group) and the LA Women's
Video Center.

GRACE Y. WILLIAMS Some No
Nonsense News

Grace Y. Williams, a NYC artist, is working on The Village of En-
chantment— "a total environment, sharing space without prejudice"

and encompassing "an international culture."

MICHAEL KENDALL The Cost of
Political Irresponsibility

Michael Kendall is a painter who teaches at Montclair State College

and the Studio Museum in Harlem.

TOMIE ARAI Untitled

Tomie Arai is an artist who does freelance graphics and has direct-

ed several community mural projects in NYC.

GLORIA BORNSTEIN Postscripts from
the Patriarchy

Gloria Bornstein lives in Seattle with her three daughters. She uses
personal life-dream images to express political issues.

LAURA NEWMAN Illustrated

Dear Ahhy Column
Laura Newman is a painter who lives in Hoboken.

NTOZAKE SHANGE Moon Journey

Ntozake Shange is the writer of three pieces: Sossa/rass, Cypress
and Indigo; Nappy Edges; and For Colored Girls. . . .

iLANIE LEE Untitled

Lanie Lee was born and is currently working and living in NYC.

BARBARA NOAH Art Quiz

Barbara Noah is an artist living and working in Seattle.

LILIANA PORTER Can you
find your way. . . ?

Liliana Porter, born in Buenos Aires, now lives in NYC. She has
shown her work in the U.S., Europe and South America.

SELENA WHITEFEATHER Starfish

Regenerations
Selena Whitefeather's work includes books, slide pieces, videotapes
and installations tracking plant and animal life in relation to our
visions of ourselves.

SARAH SWENSON Deposition

41

Sarah Swenson lives in Johnson, Vt. Her monoprint is adapted from
Bites, a series of 14 paintings inspired by the frescoes in the "Villa

of the Mysteries," Pompeii.

HELEN S. LANGA reading between
the lines

Helen S. Langa is a Jewish lesbian artist who lives in Durham, N.C.,

and is a member of the collective that publishes Feminary.

ELEANOR HOLLAND A Woman
Who Sees

Eleanor Holland, a lesbian feminist, lives in Durham, N.C., and is a
member of the Feminary Collective.

ELIZABETH KULAS Social Impressions

Elizabeth Kulas, a NYC activist artist (image-maker, book-maker,
photographer and writer), is a member of PADD (Political Art Docu-
mentation/Distribution) .

LETTERS



Issue 1^
Collective
Statement The Society
"When the age of mechanical repro-
duction separated art from its basis
in cult, the semblance of its autonomy
disappeared forever,"

—Walter Benjamin

From its inception, Heresies has so-

licited, encouraged, cajoled and pros-
elytized for a "political" page art. Most
issues of Heresies have included visual/
verbal pieces that fit no other category.
But we receive far less such work than
we would like. Thus our decision to de-
vote a whole issue to "women's pages"
executed by artists who have not yet
been seen in Heresies. We hope that by
expanding our base we will also expand
our audience and our content and give
a sense of the immediacy in this new
and developing medium.

Page art is quite simply the artist

speaking for herself by invading a me-
dium traditionally reserved for critical

intervention and jargon. Page art might
even be called self-determined adver-
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tising, a simultaneous criticism and
appropriation of mass media, a grass-
roots counter to the dominant culture.
Page art is a work of art made for a
specific page and specific context,
ideally to communicate a specific idea.

Page art is not a reproduction of
work made for any other context. It in-

corporates the means of production
into its reproductive potential. [The
work here has an automatic audience
of 8,000.) It tends to use drawing, pho-
tography and/or words in various com-
binations. It borrows from other disci-

plines, developing new visual/verbal
forms to combat the isolation of the
specialized mediums. Writers and art-

ists are both crossing boundaries to

make page art, often in collaboration.
Page art does not have to be "politi-

cal" (i.e., socially concerned or in-

volved from a Leftist viewpoint rather
than maintaining the status quo), but it

is an inherently political form. It shares
much of its outreach energy with its

sister, the street poster, which has pro-
liferated in Lower Manhattan in the
last few years, continuing a time-
honored tradition of public speaking by
artists through broadsides, leaflets,

graffiti and "democracy walls."
Page art is an intimate medium. You

can take it home with you, even to bed
with you. It's an instrument of visual/
verbal seduction, the perfect way to

make the personal political. . .and the
political personal. Camera-ready art is

rough-and-ready art—the raging page
{though sometimes a new cage). A
declaration of independence. It's a way
of turning over a new leaf, and another,
and another

When artists' books came out as a
recognized phenomenon in the late

'60s, a lot of us on the art Left had great
hopes for them. We saw them as acces-
sible, as a potential means of populist
expansion and as an appropriately
cheap, direct and intimate vehicle for
social change. It seemed for a while as
though page art could bypass the art

market and therefore say all the things
the system preferred not to have said.

Printed art media propagated rapidly
through the 70s; thousands of artists'

books were published and occasionally
art magazines encouraged independent
"project pages." Yet in 1982, though
occasionally reviewed in the trade
magazines, page art's still not in the
supermarket. Potential is still the only
way to describe the role of page art in

feminist progressive culture.

Why? It's easy to blame it all on
external factors, on the commodity sys-
tem that discourages serious considera-
tion of mass reproductive media, and
that system's effect on artists trying to

scrape a living off it. But one of the
reasons for page art's slow start has
been strictly internal. That is, the lack
of intense political analysis from within
the art community about the place and
role of various kinds of art. It's a cliche
by now that the New York art world is

obsessed with form and space to the
exclusion of meaning. Feminism brought
with it the revelation that one reason
page art hadn't moved further was be-
cause it provided only a new form. New
content had not yet been poured into it.

The potential for communication had
not been realized.

Under scrutiny, the social expecta-
tions of art (those of both the special-

ized and general public) are integrally

linked to our conditioned attitudes
toward mass-produced and mass-distri-

buted outreach art. The ideal vehicle
for such a form is of course the alterna-
tive small press, collectively published
magazines; so Heresies has something



Farringdon Road,

London. Dec. 1979.

Artist anonymous.

Photo by Jill Posener.

of a mission in this case. Community/
political organizing and networking—
the great feminst metaphor— are both

extremely dependent on mass-produced
communication, which is obviously

where art comes in. It remains to be
seen why more innovative artists, al-

ready committed to such activities,

aren't devoting themselves to unex-

pected and visually effective ways of

getting their messages across.

Messages. Ah. We've been raised to

think that forms or images must speak
for themselves, that to demand a mes-
sage from them is demeaning. You've
probably heard the old purist saw:.

"Wanna send a message? Gall Western
Union." . . .But don't make art. Yet all

art of any kind, style, size and medium
is on some level provocative and sub-

versive. By making people see, it makes
people think. Feminist culture or a cul-

ture of resistance to the status quo
specifically informs, reforms, rejects,

rehabilitates and rebels. It questions

authority and exposes sacred cows.

For better or worse, this is an area
where artists, and especially women
artists, feel at home, since artists are

considered social outsiders even when
they're doing their best to belong. Our
acting president has said, "The arts

should concentrate on what they do
best, and leave the broader social prob-

lems to others." So what is it art does

best? Get used? Or get useful? Mass-
produced art—pages, posters, post-

cards, broadsides— is seen in the art

world as the cheap byproduct of the

Real Thing, like most so-called "multi-

ples" really are because they serve

exactly the same function as their more
expensive counterparts. (It's a truism

of capitalism that if you give something
away, nobody wants it. The more you
charge, the more desirable it is. Value-

less art becomes valuable if it conforms
to the dominant value system.)

But is that attitude necessary? If a

page of this issue were blown up into a

huge painting, would its message be
clearer? Or dimmer? Is it true, as

Adrian Piper has suggested, that "the

more likely it is people will understand
what you're trying to convey, the less

fashionable it is to try and convey it"?

Is the definition of Real Art really some-
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thing

that is incom-
prehensible, that com :

municates only indirectly, if at all?

An overlapping issue, crucial to

page art, is that of "high" and "low"
art, in this case not the usual distinc-

tion between paintings and "crafts,"

but between "fine" and "commercial"
art. Maybe the difference between pro-

gressive page art and advertising (or

propaganda from the oppositional and
from the dominant culture) is the way
the audience is selected. The more
politically sophisticated artist consid-

ers the differences in her audiences
and codes her work accordingly, so as

to avoid condescension and to increase

the possibility of exchange. Advertising

selects an unthinking audience and
tells it what to buy, without thinking.

Progressive art tries to provoke an
audience into perceiving and thinking

for itself. (An artist's book by Don
Celender called Opinions of Working
People on Art includes interviews giv-

ing these definitions of art: "It brings

us closer to what we really are." "It

makes the world seem brighter." "It's

fun to see what people are capable of

producing." And even, surprisingly, "It

has high social impact on a lot of

people.")

Audience is also an issue for Here-

sies. We hope our readers are as

broad-based as the themes of our 14

issues and their editors and contribu-

tors. But we don't get as much feed-

back as we'd like. We've included a

blank page in this issue. We had two
ideas about it. First, we thought it

would be great if women made their

own page art on it and sent it to us,

both as feedback on the work in the

issue and for possible inclusion in fu-

ture issues. (We also thought we'd put

it on the back of our subscription blank,

so you
and we could

have both!) Then we
realized it could also serve as a way
of literally inserting one's art into the

magazine, seeing one's own work in the

media. Once that's been done, every
issue of Heresies #14 ironically be-

comes a unique item—through the

mass-reproductive process.

Mass-reproduced art is a means to

combat cultural exclusion. It is some-
times criticized for not being pretty

enough. We hope this issue contradicts

that idea, even if we can't afford color.

We see #14 as a kind of visual labora-

tory. If it works on a page of Heresies,

it might work on the walls of your

neighborhood, or on the page of a local

newspaper. (There's a history of artists

using the mass media as unwilling

"host," such as Adrian Piper's use of

miniature posters in the Village Voice

in the early '70s to convey her rage

about American racism.) "Graffiti," as

one wall artist put it, "is the people's

art." Artists "defacing" billboards and
subway ads have taken up the cause.

For better or worse, our society be-

lieves what it sees in print, in the

media, on the billboards. Knowing this,

the small press network has taken on
the responsibility for "seeing is believ-

ing" from a different viewpoint. All

oppositional art is graffiti to some ex-

tent, scrawled across the surfaces of

society as resistance to oppression, ex-

ploitation and misrepresentation, as a

way of naming our own selves, of forg-

ing an identity apart from that imposed

on us. That's what feminism is all about.
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ust as we all are, he is only a delicate envelope of flesh. Perhaps somehow this

knowledge weighs on him more heavily than on many of us who are able to bear

our mortality without resorting to an elaborate denial system. For what use are

positions of directorship, mammoth stock holdings, 30th-floor

office suites, limosines, private airplanes, when at any

^/ 1^ ? % moment that intricate biological machine might cease to

\l
' > function? Among all those bundles of tissue and nerves,
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Jgf; ^ just one artery, only one valve. . .a slip in the bathtub,

an oily slick on a damp highway. . . .The personal pain
%

' ^^ of his fragility is a root cause not only of his problems,

but of ours - how else can one explain his avoidance of

humanity itself, of simple human charity, of the

fact of connection? It is this imbalance

of his values that has led to our
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present oppressive condition.

Help to heal him, help

yourself, help us all. When

next you encounter an

executive, remind him

k kindly and gently that

, / he is going to die.
i :'

National Mortality Consciousness Day, the Ides of March, 1982.

© Nancy Buchanan 1981

Typeset at llie Women's (>rapliie Center, I, .A.
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[How; lanky 1 am to have a

mothex I can enjoy Instead

o{ deny, love Instead ofi

deApiAegSwd know that to-

monxow I will not change,

what I have, &aid about hex

todayfypnly add to it andH
go on to stave, and xav&^l

love, you Mothex. God knom

whexe. I would be, without

^Mothex, a6 we. uAed to £>ay

when I wom gxowlng up iA

"fanny" about telling hex

age.. So I will not uphet

hex by giving the. date. o{

hex blxth. But, ne.e.dle&h

to tay 4 fie. iM getting along

In age., and the, woHid no

longex valuer oldex people,

on. motheXM In the, way they

once. dld'£) but I do^-Mot

juAt fax xatblng me &o

caxe&ully and lovingly &fr

Ah he d>id, but be,cauu>e hhe

lt> my beMt {xlend. Even

now, GodftleAb hex, hhe. It,

htilt xeady to get out hex

mothex' 6 tooted 4#d- at a

momenta notice, 6 he. will

give, me a little, bit moxe.

mothexlng when I need it.

I On Octobex.28, 1982 Moth-

dtML
• ex\a&&d~m**ttfAudde.nly

40

and I woa le.{t faellng

hunt and let downfy How

could the leave me wilhk

even laying good-bye?

l{ I had only known that

with me when I win, and

gntt thetx te,eth when I

fain }\Vuh $ i.y^Hj

loving xetattoYUilitp^ with

hex family and intends,

and with the, chltdxen In

b

the communityfrfatr-wlwm

Call me Madame T am unlqu- fncvex faxgot to hend

the. would go In hex hleep^ lque,,"wah the. way Re.vexend

without a signal, I would Ucoxuh eulogized mothenjs

fsmmmm

have, txeatcd hex like a

buttexfay, nevex causing

hex the. 4lightest pain.

What am I to do now that

6 he. haM hlipped ofa with-

out me? Whom will I tell

all the boning details oft

my Ufa? Who will laugh

name,. Madame ?o&e.y at hex

fanexal. "She. wom a woman

oi beauty and concexn^you

could he,c that at hex ann-

ual {a&hlon Ahow6 o^ the.

failles and eaxly hlxt-leA,

In hex home, at hex paxt-

leM and dlnneJiA, bi he 1

.

\

money fan. thelx catnp In

Aummex."

The week be,fan.e

4 he. died. we. hpent at my

houAe woxklng on the new

doll kit bu6lneA6 I juAt

slanted. She packaged

800 doll kilA, In juAt

a fao dayh. I begged

hex to take it e,a6y.

"Let' 4 go to tee a

movie on. something."

"I'm fan-Ulvtng my rA

won.k" i>he told me.

"you nevex filnl&h

youx wonk Mothex.

"I'm faiuAhlng mine .

"

&k<L Acud, Af[JL
{

4/

MOTHER (Madame Willi Posey)
1949, in a fashion pose
wearing her own creations,
photo: Albert Robinson

I LOVE M MOTHER excexpted
faom BEING MV OWN WOMAN
an auto biogxaphy by
FAITH R1NGG0LV c 1982
editontal xmaxlu by
MJCHELE WALLACE 7
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and tongu e

rough stones and sof t grass

useless gagged limbs \
hanging from the rest of me

v

i want to work with my hands

put up my swollen legs

IcMh

*6me days you can'f push it

we could discuss my skin

your btfilher marrying a v;rcifi

hvdr Htt 44jlkju*ss

even the madman in rags

o Walks from Harlem to Soh'o

fK<W

Ssl

W&5

iftiicu/ike.

wrap up the head&/nouth

before they scream

ever
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DON'T TALK DOWN TO ME. DON'T
BE POLITE TO ME. DON'T
TRY TO MAKE ME FEEL NICE.
DON'T RELAX. I'LL CUT THE
SMILE OFF YOUR FACE. YOU
THINK I DON'T KNOW WHAT'S
GOING ON. YOU THINK I'M
AFRAID TO REACT. THE JOKE'S
ON YOU. I'M BIDING MY TIME,
LOOKING FOR THE SPOT. YOU
THINK NO ONE CAN REA CH YOU,
NO ONE CAN HAVE WHA T YOU
HAVE. I'VE BEEN PLANNING
WHILE YOU'RE PLAYING. I'VE
BEEN SA VING WHILE YOU'RE
SPENDING . THE GAME IS
ALMOST OVER SO IT'S
TIME YOUACKNOWLEDGE ME.
DO YOU WANT TO FALL NOT
EVER KNOWING WHO TOOK YOU?
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EVERYONE ALWAYS SAID SHE WAS A SUCKER FOR HAPPY ENDINGS
AND SWEET BEGINNINGS. SUDDENLY THE RUG WAS PULLED OUT
FROM UNDER HER FEET, THROWING HER WORLD INTO A STATE OF
UNCONTROLLABLE FRENZY. THE FEELING WAS UNLIKE ANY SHE
HAD EVER KNOWN. THE ROOM STARTS SPINNING SLOWLY AT FIRST,

THEN FASTER AND FASTER, UNTIL NOTHING IS STANDING STILL
SHE LOOKS AROUND FOR SOMETHING FAMfLIAR, SOMETHING TO
GRASP, HALT THE ACTIVITY STOP THE SPINNING, BUT NOTHING IS

CLOSE ENOUGH TO. . .TO. . .SHE STRETCHES OUTSIDE OF HERSELF,
SPINNING ACROSS FROM ROOM TO ROOM, OVER THE WALLS ONTO
THE CEILING AND BACK DOWN TO THE GROUND. HER EYES MOVING
FROM OBJECT TO OBJECT CRITICALLY ANALYZING E'ACH ONE
UNTIL IT ALL BLURS INTO ONE, ONE BIG OBJECT WITH ONE ULTI-
MATE MEANING. APPEARING TO BE THE SAME CRAZY THING, THIS
ONE OBSESSION, NOT CONTROLLING IT, JUST CONTAMINATING
EVERYTHING IT TOUCHES UNTIL THE BODY BEGINS TO FEEL LIKE
IT'S HARBORING A FUGITIVE, AN ACCOMPLICE TO THE CRIME, NO,
HARBORING THE FUGITIVE INVOLUNTARILY. PHYSICAL DISEASE
SPREADING OUT OF CONTROL, PUT UP BARRIERS, STOP IT, STOP IT,

TRYING TO STOP IT NOW! SHE TAKES A DEEP BREATH. . .UH. . .ONE. .

UH. . .TWO. • -UH. . THREE. . . AHHHHH. RELAX, SLOW IT DOWN, SPIT
IT OUT, VOMIT IT OUT, SHIT IT OUT, GET IT OUT. OUT OF YOUR
BODY. NO FOREIGN MATTER HtfiL. j REPEAT NO FOREIGN MATTER
HERE. HER FOOT CATCHES ON A LOOSE BOARD. SHE BEGINS FALL-
ING, STOPPING, STOPPING THE ACTION. WAIT. STOP. SHE LOOKS UP,

TAKES A FINAL GLANCE AROUND THE ROOM, LOOKING AT EVERY-
THING ALL AT ONCE OUT OF THE CORNER OF HER EYES, WONDERING
WHEN IT Wl
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Question:
(Choose honestly, and then act upon
with clear conscience, the correct
answer from the following

variety of options.)

a. Have we ever been able
b. Could we ever continue
c. Hell No!, end now

to afford,

to pay for,

our

ffSSm
Irresponsibility.

©Michael Kendall, 1982.





gloria bornstein

postscripts from the patriarchy

24 dream edits

$100 an hour
you 're going to die

I'm gagging
a penis emerges from my throat

' my shoes are black boxes
with no direction

I climb a ladder to my father's room
my ancient beads hang down
as I lean over to kiss him
he pulls the necklace into a heavy rope
draggingme down into

his rage is purple with no breath

Ihear whispers and phone calls

from my mother
who is dying

she or I

Iawaken to hear tliumping
against the glass wall in the bedroom
a female lion is scratching the glass

myhusband draws a small pistol

and shoots the beautiful animal
his one bullet misses
but creates a small hole in the glass
the lioness places a long claw
within the delicate hole
pulls and shatters the glass

the full moon falls

circling me twice

I catch it

as it dissolves

into white sound
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starfish

regenerations:

Mutations

that occur

in

the condition

before

wholeness.

seLena whitefeather
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Have you missed the Goddess?

Back by popular demand-
trie most requested issue ever published by Heresies-

long out of print!

T
Work by Nancy Azara, Louise Bourgeois, Mary
Beth Edelson, Shellis Glendinning, Donna Henes,

Buffy Johnson, Lucy R. Lippard, Mimi Lobell,

Gloria Orenstein, Carolee Schneemann, Merlin

Stone, and many others.

Heresies is now accepting advance orders for a

reprint of The Great Goddess issue at a special

prepublication price—only $5.00. Bookstore

price: $7.00

NOTE: This is a rundraising project. We can print

the issue only if enough advance orders are

received. Hurry! We must have your order by

June 1. (If we do not get enough orders to justify

reprinting, your money will be returned.)

Yes! Send me The Great Goddess!

copies @ $5.00 per copy = $

Send money order or check drawn on a U.S. bank ONLY.

Add 50 cents per issue for postage outside the U.S. and

Canada.

Name

Address

City, State, Zip

HERESIES
A FEMINISTPUBLICATIOHON ART& POLITICS

,

P.O. Box 766 '' * Canal Street Station NYC 10013
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Dear Editors:

Thank you for Issue #13 on Feminism
and Ecology. It is the growing awareness
that the root causes of all struggles are the

same that gives us hope for change as we
grow in strength and numbers.

Your issue was primarily from and
about East Coast women and we wanted to

tell you what we are doing in the West.
Last spring we sponsored a one-day

conference entitled "Women and the En-

vironment" with speeches from five wom-
en, including Angela Davis, Winona LaDuke
(WARN], Anna Gyorgy (WLE, Amherst),
China Galland (Women in the Wilderness),

and Peggy Taylor (editor, New Age maga-
zine). In addition, 50 workshops were led

by women on such topics as alternative

energy, anti-nuclear organizing, organic
farming, Third World women, population,

world hunger, and many more.
Out of this conference has emerged a

class on eco-feminism at Sonoma State

University in California. University courses
are also being offered at the University of

California, Santa Cruz.

We are currently in the process of put-

ting together the conference proceedings
for publication and are working on a two-

day conference for this spring.

The work is continued and ongoing as

we make connections with other individu-

als and groups and as the mailing list and
network grows. In the works are other

publishing projects, including a regular

newsletter and perhaps even a book
project.

It is crucial in light of the current ad-

ministration that people everywhere be-

come active and aware of the issues that

threaten our very survival. Thank you for

the work you have done in this regard.

In strength and solidarity,

Susan Adler, Carol Hoyt, Eris Weaver
Women and the Environment
637 Dexter Street

Santa Rosa, CA 95404

Dear Heresies:

Thank you! Finally a forum where there

are no right or wrong answers to the issue

of sexuality but merely a place where we
can begin to communicate.

In January of 1980, I decided to turn my
fantasy of wanting to write into a reality.

The first market I found was establishment

pornography. I have been making my way
through this obstacle course of the porn
market. I write what I want to write and,

so far, it has been accepted. Even more
than that there appears to be a demand for

the female view.

I have met other creative women in-

volved in this business. And there is one
thing of which I am sure: Women will not

change the way they are viewed by men by
eliminating pornography. First, women will

never be able to eliminate porn. It is short-

sighted arrogance to think that this is

possible. Women must make their own
pornography, their own erotica (if a

change in terms makes it easier to under-
stand).

We all have a right to our own sexual
fantasies. Many men feel just as confined

as women by the establishment view of

pornography. We can do more to non-
objectify ourselves by taking responsibility

for our own images.

How tiring it is to read "women's" mag-
azines that ignore sex because it is too

difficult a subject. The result is that by
eliminating sex we eliminate humor and
without our ability to laugh we are lost.

I agree whole-heartedly with the con-

cept of Heresies:Sex! The time for saying
"No" is past. It is time for YES.

Sincerely,

Veronica Anton
Sexual Adventuress
New York, NY

Dear Heresies Collective:

With a lot of regret I am returning the

enclosed with a request that no more re-

newal notices be sent to me because I do

not intend to renew. I have mulled over this

decision for some time. The reason is that I

no longer see Heresies as—from my point

of view— radical. I am aware that many of

you probably consider yourselves radicals

because you are either socialists or com-
munists or so inclined, but for me social-

ism-communism, etc., are as outworn as

capitalism. Indeed, they are basically the

same as they are both based on ripping off

the planet. I see no difference in wrecking
the planet in the name of the State or in the

name of Exxon. So, if by heresies you imply

your— to you—radical ideas about work
and property, I beg to disagree completely.

(cont'd on p. 47) 45



NEW TITLES from

Astro Artz
ARTISTS BOOKS
AND PERIODICALS

ART IN EVERY DAY LIFE
by Linda Montana
A book of participation of life as it is,

viewed through the photos and

performance texts of an extraordinary

artist. A book at once simple and lavish

in its presentation. A book of

masquerades, bare realities, humor, hard

truths, startling turns of mind and fate,

and visionary energies consciously

summoned.

George Quasha
Issued in association witn Station Hil!

Press, New York.

152 pages, paper bound, $10.00,

iVitiatioVdream
by Pauline Olivcros and Becky Cohen

A vivid dream of passage narrated by

experimental composer, Pauline Oliveros,

and realized through the exploratory

photographs of Becky Cohen. The book

carries us deeply and graphically into the

world of ritual and meditation that is

integral to Oliveros' life and art.

Foreword by Becky Cohen. Aftenoard by

Pauline Olivcros,

50 pages, paper bound, $10.

All ,iv;iil;iblc from • Astro ArtZ
240 So. Broad wnv, 5th Fl.

l.os Angeles, CA 9 0()I2

California residents add-6% sales rax

DRESSING OUR WOUNDS
IN WARM CLOTHES
by Donna Henes

Photographs by Sarah Jenkins

Intensely personal documentation of an

elaborate sculpture/ritual undertaken

by artist Donna Henes at the Manhattan

Psychiatric Center on Ward's Island in

New York City. The artist collected

meaningful items of clothing from the

public, tore them into strips and

ritualistically tied knots into the trees on

Ward's Island. Her journal of her

encounters with patients, doctors,

grounds keepers and visitors is transformed

into a manuscript that creates a web of

connection between them all.

"A work of healing and connection — to

the disenfranchised peoples in society

and to the closed doors, abandoned

rooms, of our own psyches.

The images are gathered and pieced

together in such a way that they have no

linear beginning or end. All together they

are a sequence out of ordinary time and

space — when and where there can be

sanity and relationship."

Arlenc Raven, art historian

72 pages, 16 color plates,

paper bound, $12.00.

THE AMAZING DECADE:
WOMEN AND PERFORMANCE
ART 1970-1980
Edited by Moira Roth, art historian

A chronology and bibliography on

women's performance art with

biographical sketches and photos of

30 artists and their work.

Paper bound, $10.

JVfiBNAD
a women's literary

journal

THEORY CRITICISM FICTION

REVIEWS ANALYSIS
MULTI-MEDIA VISUAL ARTS

#2 Feminist Publishing, Women's Music, etc.

#3 Racism, Spirituality, Fantasy, etc.

#4 "Women Surfacing"

#5 "Violation"

#6 ffTKe Lesbian/Heterosexual Split" $5.50
*

SUBSCRIPTIONS * INTERNATIONAL * INSTITUTIONS

$24/yr$16/yr.

$4.50/copy *
$19/yr
$5.50/copy

QUARTERLY * INCLUDES POSTAGE

Name

Address

City _State_ _Zip.

MENAD p.o. box 738. Gloucester, nut. 01<)30

forthcoming in 82

Special Film Issue with articles by David Bordwell on Materialism and Textual

Analysis ® Marie-CIaire-Ropars on writing in Breathless • Larry Crawford on sub-

segments in Psycho • Peter Wollen on North by Northwest • John O'Kane on the

ideology of deep focus in Boudu Sauve des Eaux • Tom Conley on Paisan ® Man,'

Yost on Paris Qui Dart • Dudley Andrew on montage 1 in Meet John Doe

published twice a year in Fall and Spring

Institutions, $12 Outside USA and Canada: $H
Individuals, 56 Outside USA and Canada: $7

Enclitic

200 Folwell Hall

9 Pleasant St. S.K.

Minneapolis, MN 55455

46

WBP
Womyn's Braille Press, inc.

P.O. Box 8475

Minneapolis, MN 55408

VVornyn who are blind or physically disabled

can receive feminist and lesbian books,

periodicals, and other information on wym-
yn's issues from the Womyn's Braille Press,

Inc. WBP offers materials on four-track

cassette and in Braille, on both a loan and
purchase basis. WBP also produces a quar-

terly newsletter in Braille, print, and on tape.

Subscriptions are on a sliding-fee scale.

Volunteer readers and contributions are

needed. For a sample newsletter, or for fur-

ther information write us.



(cont'd from p. 45)

Capitalism, socialism, fascism, corpora-
tism, etc., etc.. All past heresies—no longer
heresies.

If "heresies" is to apply to your femi-

nism, I find your feminism very tame in-

deed. This is the feminism of women's
studies and the possibly subconscious, but
very real, determination to continue to re-

form the male but not to leave him and his

fen-thousand-year-old empire and strike

out on your own. That would be radicalism.
Your issues, as exemplified by Music,

Sexuality and even the most recent one on
Ecology, all reflect a total— or almost total

— commitment to heterosexuality. There is

little or nothing in your pages for the

radical lesbian.

I found the issue on Sexuality particu-

larly appalling. Nothing radical about it.

Male-inspired in the sense that all of your
thought patterns are—whether or not you
are aware of this—a part of our male-
dominated and male-inspired culture.

A truly radical piece in a Sexuality
issue would have been a series of inter-

views with straight women by lesbians and
the straight women would have been ques-
tioned as to WHY THEY ARE HETERO-
SEXUAL. A reverse type questionnaire— if

you can see what I mean. Instead of male-
inspired S/M, we could have had a piece
on the lesbian erotic with a lot of emphasis
on how it differs, and will differ even more
if so allowed, from the hetero patterns of

sexuality.

As a woman who has been a radical
ecologist even before she was a radical

feminist I did hope for better things in the

Ecology issue. But the only heresy I found
in its pages was the Crucified Coyote. This
page I greatly appreciated. Otherwise I

found the issue rather banal and was quite

disappointed by Ynestra King. I have known
her to write with more perception and in-

sight. Another essay purports to teach us
that women are not more part of the ecolo-

gy than men. . .but they are. Women are
obviously more deeply connected to the life

forces of the planet on which and in which
we live. Women can— and should— identify

with all other living forms—from rocks,

mountains, oceans to birds, mammals, fish,

etc., etc. Woman is along with all of this

the Exploited. The male— as far back as we
can trace him in prehistory— is the Exploit-

er. This is never brought out in anything in

the Ecology issue.

If I subscribe to a publication such as
yours, it is to find new explorations of the
new territories of women and life on earth.

Not to find a rehash of old dead thought
patterns fished out of the dying civiliza-

tions and cultures of a male-dominated
world.

And that Music issue contained almost
nothing on the new music by women-
lesbian women—music with which I can
identify . .

.

So—although I hate to quarrel with

women and intensify our deep divisions,

yet I cannot continue to read and in any
way support a publication such as Heresies
when almost all of its content is the antithe-

sis of the goals and visions that I pursue
myself.

There is nothing in Heresies for the
radical lesbian.

With sorrow and without rancor
yours
Ruth Douglas
St. Helena, CA

Dear Wimmin of Heresies and Pat Califia:

I've been meaning to write this letter

for quite some time now, but once again I

moved from the West to the East Coast, and
it takes a while, not to mention a lot of

energy, to pull out roots, and to start all

over again.

I want to thank you, Pat, for writing

such a strong statement about our strug-

gles, and I want to congratulate Heresies
for printing it. It all takes a lot of guts, I

know, 'cuz yes, I'm one too.

I'm a 28-year-old butch, white, working-
class, fat top. I've been doing S/M for sev-

eral years now, and by following Pat's {and
others') various published articles, I find

our experiences seem to be very similar.

I've been talking about S/M with feminists

all over, I was one of the dykes that or-

ganized the first S/M workshop in Michi-
gan in 79, and it burns me out.

I'm sick and tired of being trashed,
abused, and oppressed by these so-called

sisters, therefore I've cut myself off from
politically correct feminists. It hurts too

much. On the other hand, I find, faggots
are very supportive. I was a raving separa-
tist for five years, and in my heart it's still

only dykes I want to be with. But I believe it

will take us years to figure out how to live

without being so self-destructive and non-
supportive. In the meantime I want, and
need, support and I'm putting my energies
into people, places and organizations that
support me. In this case, right now, I'm
working as a writer and photographer for

Body Politic, the best gay magazine, be-

sides the Advocate, in North America.
Also, I'm involved in a 1982 National

Gay Conference, fighting for the right to

talk about S/M, pornography, child sex
and other "hot" issues on sex.

Unfortunately, the wimmin' s community
here, or rather the majority of that com-
munity, is too threatened to talk about it.

It's sad. Therefore, I have to resort to writ-

ing as a means of communicating with
other S/M dykes.

I would like to hear from other dykes
with the same problems, ideas, fantasies,

hopes, fears.

Keep up the good work.

Judith Van Dyke
105 Hiawatha Road
Toronto, Ontario

Canada, M4L 2X7 47



Live tfaroui

with Heresies
A Feminist Survival Kit

for the Reagan Era

Strategy, Analysis, Timely Humor,

Information, Great Writing and ART!

SUBSCRIBE NOW
Individual Institutional

$15 1 year/4 issues $24
$27 2 years/ 8 issues $44
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However, the President went on to
give his personal recollections of histo-
ry, which seemed to clash with widely
accepted accounts of the past.
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Issue 14 Collective: Lyn Blumenthal, Cynthia Carr, Sandy DeSando, Sue Heinemann, Elizabeth Hess, Alesia Kunz,
Lucy R. Lippard

Design: Cynthia Carr

HERESIES is an idea-oriented journal devoted to the ex-

amination of art and politics from a feminist perspective.

We believe that what is commonly called art can have a

political impact, and that in the making of art and of all

cultural artifacts our identities as women play a distinct

role. We hope that HERESIES will stimulate dialogue

around radical political and aesthetic theory, encourage
the writing of the history of femina sapiens and generate
new creative energies among women. It will be a place
where diversity can be articulated. We are committed to

the broadening of the definition and function of art.

HERESIES is structured as a collective of feminists,

some of whom are also socialists, marxists, lesbian femi-

nists or anarchists; our fields include painting, sculpture,

writing, anthropology, literature, performance, art his-

tory, architecture and filmmaking. While the themes of

the individual issues will be determined by the collective,

each issue'will have a different editorial staff made up of

women who want to work on that issue as well as mem-
bers of the collective. Proposals for issues may be con-

ceived and presented to the HERESIES Collective by
groups of women not associated with the collective. Each
issue will take a different visual form, chosen by the group
responsible. HERESIES will try to be accountable to and in

touch with the international feminist community. An open
evaluation meeting will be held after the appearance of

each issue. Topics for issues will be announced well in

advance in order to collect material from many sources. It

is possible that satellite pamphlets and broadsides will be
produced continuing the discussion of each central theme.
In addition, HERESIES provides training for women who
work editorially, in design and in production, both on-the-

job and through workshops.
As women, we are aware that historically the connec-

tions between our lives, our arts and our ideas have been
suppressed. Once these connections are clarified they
can function as a means to dissolve the alienation be-

tween artist and audience, and to understand the rela-

tionship between art and politics, work and workers. As a

step toward a demystification of art, we reject the stand-

ard relationship of criticism to art within the present sys-

tem-, which has often become the relationship of advertiser
to product. We will not advertise a new set of genius-

products just because they are made by women. We are
not committed to any particular style or aesthetic, nor to

the competitive mentality that pervades the art world.

Our view of feminism is one of process and change, and
we feel that in the process of this dialogue we can foster a

change in the meaning of art.

HERESIES COLLECTIVE: Lyn Blumenthal, Marion Cajori,

Cynthia Carr, Sandy De Sando, Sue Heinemann, Elizabeth
Hess, Arlene Ladden, Lucy R. Lippard, Carrie Rickey

Associate Members: Ida Applebrcog, Patsy Beckert, Joan
Braderman, Mary Beth Edelson, Janet Froelich, Harmony
Hammond, Joyce Kozloff, Melissa Meyer, Marty Pottenger,

Elizabeth Sacre, Miriam Schapiro, Amy Sillman, Joan
Snyder, Elke Solomon, Pat Steir, May Stevens, Michelle

Stuart, Susana Torre, Elizabeth Weatherford, Sally

Webster, Nina Yankowitz

Staff: Sandy De Sando (Circulation Coordinator). Cynthia
Carr and Sue Heinemann (Production Coordinators),
Patricia Jones, Alesia Kunz (Administrative Coordina-
tors).

This issue was typeset by Myrna Zimmerman, with dis-

play type by Type Perspectives; printed by Capital City

Press, Montpelier, Vt.

UPCOMING ISSUES

No. 15: Racism Is the Issue: What is racism to you— per-

sonally/analytically? What are its historical, economic,
institutional, media, mythic roots? Where does it get

tracked (homes, bedrooms, workplaces)? How is it used
(e.g., cultural imperialism)? If it isn't racism, what is it—
light/dark, nappy/straight, etc.? How does racism affect

women's relationships? And how can we unlearn it from
both sides?

No. 16: Women's Groups—Time to Raise Hell! What ac-

tions/projects/plans are you working on? Why? What are
your suggestions for organizing, mobilizing, grasping the

public imagination? We're looking for action-oriented ma-
terial from progressive political and cultural groups all

over the world. Please contact us NOW.

Guidelines for Contributors. Each issue of HERESIES has a

specific theme and all material submitted should relate to

that theme. Manuscripts should be typed double-spaced
and submitted in duplicate. Visual material should be sub-

mitted in the form of a slide, xerox or photograph. We will

not be responsible for original art. All material must be
accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed envelope for it

to be returned. We do not publish reviews or monographs
on contemporary women. We do not commission articles

and cannot guarantee acceptance of submitted material.

HERESIES pays a small fee for published material.

We wish to thank the following people for much-needed
contributions: Carl Andre, D. D. Biederwell, Nancy Bless,

Judith Brodsky, Jamie Canvas, Anne Casale, S. Cusich,

William Dodge, T. Edell, C. Anna M. Eisbach, Joann Fac-

tor, Claudia Fantino, Ellen Finkeistein, Ward Fliessner,

Front Range, Francis Giovani, S. Goldwater. Jr.. Judith

Grunenst, Jean Hardisty, Veronika J. Harkins, Brett Har-
vey, {Catherine Hine, Kelly Hodges, Valerie Hollister, Ana
Ionnitiu, Kate Isler. Arlene Johnson, Jerry Kearns, Wyona
King, Fay Lansner, Vivien Leone, Louise McCagg, K. Mali-

nowski, Diane Middlebrook, B. Nessim, Abigail Norman,
V. Ottinger, Charlotte Potok, Printed Matter, Edith Read,
Edda Renouf, Nelly Robertson, Miriam Schapiro, Patricia

Scott, Susan Silnenail, Herbert Smith, Ann Sperry, Harry
Torczyner, Joan Van de Water, Ellen van Fleet, Anne
Walker, Doreen Weinberger, W. Wolf.

This publication is made possible, in part, with public

funds from the New York State Council on the Arts and
the National Endowment for the Arts.

HERESIES is indexed by the Alternative Press Centre, Box
7229, Baltimore, MD 21218. It is a member of COSMEP
(Committee of Small Magazine Editors and Publishers),

Box 703, San Francisco, CA 94101.
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